Past Torpedoes
Stocks that underperformed the S&P 500 by -10%

2018

- **January – 36 stocks**
  - NXTD -38%, OBLN -38%, FRTA -37%, EKSO -31%, BLCM -28%, VERI -23%, CDXC -22%, PLUG -18%, EMAN -18%, OXFD -17%, CSU -16%, TLGT -16%, AQMS -15%, VIVE -13%, RARX -13%, PETX -12%, RMBL -11%, YTRA -11%, CLVS -11%, UNIT -11%, SITO -10%, FPRX -9%, BCRX -8%, FSNN -8%, XPER -8%, SBPH -8%, SNAP -7%, TTPH -7%, CLSD -7%, SELB -7%, TBPH -5%, INCY -5%, WATT -4%, MTSI -4%, BIOS -4%, PEGI -4%

- **February – 28 stocks**
  - TTPH -52%, HMNY -49%, PI -43%, MTSI -31%, ASCMA -28%, XXII -26%, GNMK -24%, SEMG -23%, ATHX -22%, VERI -21%, IRIX -21%, NVLN -21%, PETX -20%, OX -20%, ZYNE -19%, PRTA -19%, MRAM -19%, NERV -18%, PTLA -18%, SGYP -17%, PACB -16%, W -16%, CYTK -16%, FSNN -15%, PRX -14%, MTEM -14%, SITO -14%, CONE -14%

- **March – 24 stocks**
  - DERM -69%, ASCMA -46%, HMNY -41%, APRN -28%, SPPi -25%, SITO -23%, PTLA -23%, TSLA -22%, MTSI -22%, MNKD -22%, BIOS -22%, RESN -20%, NXS -19%, WKHS -18%, GBT -18%, MAT -17%, RARX -17%, FGEN -16%, VIVE -15%, VXLN -15%, ANAB -15%, OBLN -15%, ARLI -14%, FOMX -14%

- **April – 22 stocks**

- **May – 8 stocks**
  - HMNY -81%, VIVE -23%, SNAP -21%, CBX -19%, ANAB -17%, KAOS -13%, OSTK -12%, EKSO -12%

- **June – 31 stocks**
  - IDRA -36%, SITO -32%, MVIS -31%, AKAO -30%, BPMC -25%, ITCI -24%, QTRX -22%, WATT -20%, ATHX -19%, CRBP -19%, STML -18%, VERI -18%, MTEM -17%, PETX -17%, INSM -15%, SESN -14%, GNMK -13%, RIGL -13%, BLUE -12%, TWOU -12%, OMER -11%, BCRX -11%, CIONS -11%, OKTA -10%, CHRS -10%, AGIO -10%, KALA -10%, ADMS -10%, GLYC -10%, RIOT -9%, ANAB -9%

- **July – 37 stocks**
  - IDRA -46%, ALRN -43%, APRN -29%, OPTN -27%, VIVE -26%, RESN -24%, TSRO -22%, VMIV -20%, AKAO -18%, CBAY -17%, IMDZ -16%, CBX -15%, SITO -12%, ARNA -11%, DVX -11%, CYTK -11%, VERI -11%, REV -11%, TGTX -11%, SESN -10%, ABOE -10%, MTSI -10%, BIOS -10%, TWOU -9%, MEET -9%, GLYC -9%, SELB -9%, INSY -8%, ADMS -8%, ACIA -8%, KALA -8%, GBT -8%, CORI -7%, WATT -7%, ASPU -7%, BPMC -6%, CLXT -6%

- **August – 18 stocks**
  - VERI -30%, MNKD -29%, OPTN -27%, AKAO -26%, INSM -20%, RDFN -19%, CLVS -19%, OSTK -18%, PTLA -17%, VRAY -15%, AKRX -15%, ZGNX -15%, APRN -15%, SITO -13%, SWCH -11%, TSRO -7%, AGIO -7%, WATT -7%

- **September – 37 stocks**

2017

- **January – 24 stocks**
  - SNAK -39%, EGLT -36%, EYES -27%, UAA -26%, NVCR -19%, EIGI -17%, SWN -17%, CDXC -16%, ARDX -15%, KERX -15%, FCEL -14%, WATT -14%, CNCE -14%, EPZM -13%, XON -12%, DMRC -12%, PLUG -12%, RMTI -11%, ENTL -10%, VIUZ -10%, CAPR -8%, OTIC -8%, AST -8%, ENLC -8%

- **February – 12 stocks**
  - EFOI -34%, BCEI -26%, ENTL -19%, SWN -17%, GLUU -16%, SLCA -14%, GPRO -13%, AMID -11%, AST -11%, BLCM -8%, SNAK -7%, ZG -7%
- March – 27 stocks
  - XENE -50%, ARLZ -47%, EYES -28%, IRIX -25%, COLL -24%, ENPH -23%, FMSA -23%, CRMD -22%, FPX -21%, SNAK -21%, RARE -20%, OREX -19%, OTIC -18%, ENV -16%, CSU -16%, BETR -16%, BAS -15%, SIEN -13%, Fl -13%, GVV -13%, ASCMA -12%, FCEL -11%, AST -11%, EDI -10%, CHRS -10%, CEMI -10%, ACADE -10%

- April – 25 stocks

- May – 44 stocks
  - ARDX -65%, EGLT -44%, CIE -42%, AGLE -41%, CBMG -41%, ENPH -36%, TRVN -29%, NEON -28%, EDIT -28%, NVRO -27%, TVLQ -26%, ACAD -25%, LBD -25%, ALDR -23%, VND -23%, XLRN -23%, MATR -22%, ARLZ -22%, RTRX -19%, FPX -19%, TXMD -19%, P -18%, AST -18%, PLUG -17%, WFT -17%, RARE -16%, FLXN -16%, COLL -16%, AKAO -16%, CDTI -16%, BLUE -15%, RAD -15%, AIMT -15%, DXCM -14%, CLSD -14%, AAC -12%, ONCE -12%, LITB -11%, ZYNE -11%, WVE -10%, RESN -10%, PDCE -10%, TBPH -9%, BMNN -9%

- June – 9 stocks
  - CIE -27%, ALDR -26%, WFT -19%, AEHR -18%, IPHI -14%, NEON -11%, ZYNE -9%

- July – 29 stocks
  - EGLT -44%, PTI -39%, INO -29%, FRED -27%, NERV -25%, EKSO -22%, DMRC -22%, WKHS -21%, IOVA -20%, TBPH -19%, TTOO -18%, ZYNE -17%, ACU -17%, SELB -14%, SGYP -13%, AKAO -13%, PGNX -11%, ONVO -11%, CVRS -11%, TSLA -11%, ARLZ -10%, BLUE -10%, WATT -9%, INSY -9%, CSU -9%, CHRS -9%, DXCM -9%, BCRX -8%, VIVE -8%

- August – 24 stocks
  - ZYNE -55%, RELY -42%, AQMS -37%, WATT -36%, NH -35%, BETR -31%, CIE -27%, CFMS -26%, PTI -24%, SGYP -23%, KEYW -19%, MATR -19%, CLSD -19%, MRAM -16%, COLL -16%, IMMAM -14%, VIVE -14%, NBEV -13%, DBD -12%, PRMW -12%, MRUS -11%, ONVO -11%, CSU -10%, ESCH -10%

- September – 9 stocks
  - ICPT -50%, DXCM -34%, WKHS -18%, AKAO -15%, ADRO -12%, BIOS -9%, P -9%, VIVE -8%, AQMS -8%

- October – 44 stocks
  - AQMS -42%, MRAM -40%, ARLZ -37%, TGTX -31%, IDRA -30%, ADRO -25%, XXII -23%, EGLT -23%, GNNM -23%, WATT -23%, MICO -22%, VERI -22%, OXFD -21%, MRUS -20%, AKAO -20%, PACB -19%, CLSD -19%, BLCM -18%, HMMY -16%, PGNX -16%, TBPH -16%, PTGX -15%, MTNB -15%, PCRX -15%, XNCR -14%, RARE -13%, NEON -11%, DISH -10%, PTI -10%, PRTA -10%, TSRO -10%, BETR -10%, IRIX -9%, ONCE -9%, XPER -9%, CORI -9%, KERX -9%, GMO -9%, CLVS -9%, CARA -8%, MTSI -8%, ENTL -8%, DXCM -8%, BIOS -8%

- November – 32 stocks

- December – 21 stocks
  - RARX -40%, AQMS -34%, ONCE -30%, OBLN -20%, NVLN -18%, PACB -17%, CSU -17%, FPX -17%, BLCM -16%, MAT -16%, YTRA -16%, IRIX -12%, PI -12%, TVLQ -11%, EMAN -11%, AKAO -10%, PETX -10%, TLGT -10%, WKHS -10%, SENS -10%, ZYNE -9%

2016

- January – 74 stocks

- February – 43 stocks
• **March – 23 stocks**
  o SUNEQ -73%, VSLR -66%, AVG -38%, VTAE -27%, CUR -25%, CTSO -24%, ERN -22%, JYNT -22%, UNS -19%, VCY -18%, BDSE -17%, TLGT -16%, CORI -16%, P -12%, SGYP -12%, TERP -10%, RLOC -8%, BLUE -8%, GTIM -6%, EYES -6%, ZIOP -6%, LNG -5%, ONVO -4%

• **April – 23 stocks**
  o TRXC -65%, SUNEQ -56%, PTX -29%, CLVS -28%, SRPT -27%, RKDA -23%, OREX -21%, ENTL -20%, IMG -20%, UNS -19%, UP -17%, AGEN -15%, ADXS -14%, NVIV -14%, EPZM -14%, MIFI -14%, ADX -13%, FMI -12%, OVAS -12%, VUI -12%, FOLD -12%, NLNK -11%, NLST -10%

• **May – 29 stocks**
  o GST -54%, PRTO -35%, XEN -35%, BCEO -32%, RKDA -30%, SIEN -28%, RNMT -27%, SCTY -26%, UIP -26%, LGY -23%, LDRH -22%, GPRO -19%, IMPV -18%, IMG -18%, TGT -17%, LNG -17%, SYRG -16%, PFNX -15%, MCF -14%, RWLX -13%, STRP -13%, CRIS -13%, HTWR -12%, CTC -11%, CERS -11%, HEAR -11%, OREX -11%, CYTR -8%, TCON -8%

• **June – 41 stocks**
  o GALE -74%, DNAI -68%, IMG -45%, IMZ -35%, RVNC -34%, TRXC -33%, RARE -33%, LGY -33%, COL -29%, PRTA -28%, PCR -27%, CARA -26%, AGIO -25%, WILL -25%, CTIC -24%, BCE -24%, FOLD -23%, ALXN -23%, ZYNE -22%, RMTI -21%, MACK -19%, PSDV -19%, CLVS -18%, NK -18%, ASCMA -18%, ARL -18%, RWLX -17%, CORI -17%, ALDR -17%, OMED -17%, HRTX -16%, PRDK -14%, STRP -14%, BMNR -13%, ADXS -13%, CEMP -12%, DVAX -12%, PETX -11%, MDCO -11%, WMGI -10%, ADM -10%

• **July – 14 stocks**
  o BCEO -60%, AVG -59%, NVCR -36%, STRP -34%, OREX -22%, GST -17%, OCUL -12%, IMG -10%, OTIC -10%, RKDA -9%, HRTX -8%, PRKT -7%, NLNK -6%, IMZ -6%

• **August – 22 stocks**
  o KERX -44%, COL -31%, EPZM -29%, LGY -27%, SCTY -23%, PTLA -22%, ATRA -19%, AGIO -19%, OME -18%, AVG -17%, CERS -14%, ICPT -14%, ELCG -14%, AAC -14%, BLUE -14%, ACAD -13%, CSU -12%, RWLX -11%, SGY -11%, PFNX -10%, MATR -10%, TSLA -10%

• **September – 13 stocks**
  o NVAX -70%, FGP -41%, MGTI -37%, LXU -29%, CYTK -24%, CDN -24%, OREX -16%, GALE -13%, ACOR -13%, COTY -13%, AAC -11%, SPWR -10%, GOGO -10%

• **October – 59 stocks**

• **November – 23 stocks**
  o CEMP -64%, DVAX -54%, AAC -49%, IVTY -33%, FCEL -33%, GPRO -22%, APDN -21%, NVAX -20%, CRMD -19%, RPD -19%, ICPT -18%, DXCM -17%, FOLD -13%, PLUG -11%, PSDV -11%, SRNE -9%, ITEK -9%, MCRB -7%, MATR -7%, GOGO -7%, OME -6%, PEN -6%, SSNC -6%

• **December – 31 stocks**
  o CEMP -57%, AGIO -28%, FCCL -22%, ELCG -22%, TGT -19%, NEOS -18%, SCYX -17%, FOLD -17%, CERS -17%, PRKA -17%, APDN -16%, CAPR -16%, IVTY -15%, VUI -15%, HRTX -15%, ADXS -14%, GLUU -14%, ARL -13%, GPRO -13%, EFOI -12%, PLUG -12%, KITE -12%, ALDR -12%, RARE -10%, ENPH -10%, ACOR -10%, CRMD -9%, ONCE -9%, HDP -9%, DXCM -9%, PSDV -8%

**2015**

• **January – 24 stocks**
  o ECOM -56%, EOPN -39%, PODD -36%, WLT -32%, KPTI -29%, ARCW -24%, NEON -23%, SPDC -23%, THRX -20%, SSTK -19%, NMRI -18%, SRPT -17%, DWA -16%, XOAM -16%, ZYMI -15%, ININ -15%, XONE -15%, ARWR -14%, MDCO -14%, AWAY -14%, SYMI -14%, KERX -14%, CIXO -14%, GTT -13%

• **February – 15 stocks**
  o SPDC -69%, EXAS -17%, SANW -17%, P -11%, CERS -11%, AHTN -9%, NXTD -9%, YELP -9%, ONVO -8%, DSCI -8%, VRNS -6%, SNSS -6%, CARA -5%, TNDM -5%, ALIM -4

• **March – 28 stocks**
  o -14%, IMG -14%, ABEO -14%, NBIX -14%, ENV -13%, AGEN -12%, BKD -12%, CLVS -11%, PRO -11%, PEGI -10%, XNPT -10%, CERS -10%
o MEIP -70%, OHRP -67%, MCP -59%, CUR -49%, ONVO -40%, ADMP -39%, BDSI -30%, IDRA -24%, EXXI -23%, SGMS -23%, EPZM -20%, DSS -19%, ZGNX -18%, RTK -18%, DMRC -17%, VCYT -17%, VRNS -17%, PETX -17%, PLUG -16%, ARCW -14%, SFXE -14%, NGL -14%, EGLT -14%, SPDC -14%, MATR -13%, PRKR -13%, ZQK -12%

- **April – 26 stocks**
  o PTX -40%, CRDC -34%, XLRN -27%, UTIW -27%, SPNC -26%, SGYP -24%, BDSI -23%, PETX -19%, KERX -16%, ITCI -14%, EPZM -13%, FUEL -13%, AKRX -12%, KPTI -11%, AEGR -11%, FLMN -11%, PODD -10%, ICPT -10%, ARGS -10%, PRO -10%, GTGX -10%, RDEN -10%, CMRX -10%, ACOR -10%, RARE -9%, MGNX -9%, MDCO -9%

- **May – 18 stocks**
  o EBIO -76%, FLMN -37%, CPST -33%, OMEX -32%, VRNS -30%, GDP -29%, TRIV -25%, ARCW -18%, SZYM -18%, DSCI -17%, BIOL -16%, AEGR -16%, PRO -13%, CTSO -11%, MAXR -9%, VSAR -9%, CUR -9%, ARWR -9%

- **June – 31 stocks**
  o AAVL -56%, ABOE -36%, HELI -33%, GDP -32%, APPS -28%, ONVO -25%, EXXI -24%, ESPR -24%, RGLS -22%, SXE -18%, PTCT -17%, LGCY -15%, CAPL -14%, VTRN -14%, CLUB -14%, BLUE -13%, OCUV -13%, MWE -13%, MDCO -13%, AMID -12%, DDD -11%, TNDM -10%, YELP -10%, PLUG -10%, DYN -10%, OMER -9%, RTK -9%, SSTK -8%, BKD -8%, ENV -8%, ATHX -8%

- **July – 51 stocks**

- **August – 40 stocks**

- **September – 57 stocks**

- **October – 38 stocks**
  o EXAS -54%, FOLD -46%, P -46%, OCUV -39%, SCTY -31%, GNCA -30%, DMRC -26%, CPHD -26%, TROV -24%, UNIS -23%, MHR -22%, ATRA -18%, FEYE -18%, HTWR -17%, PETX -17%, TSLA -17%, RLYP -14%, NVRD -12%, HDP -11%, PTX -11%, RPTP -10%, BLUE -10%, MDCO -10%, APRI -10%, ATHX -9%, BKD -9%, FRPT -7%, PTCT -7%, ICPT -5%, LMNR -5%, ABCO -4%, SN -3%, BDSI -3%, SNK -2%, ALDR -2%, DPLO -2%, AGEN -1%, EYES -1%

- **November – 22 stocks**
  o MHR -56%, SUNE -56%, VSLR -32%, MEMP -31%, AEGR -30%, VNR -26%, FMI -24%, PEGI -23%, ARGS -20%, VTRN -18%, JYNT -17%, SXE -17%, SGMS -17%, PETX -16%, SN -16%, SNK -13%, HDP -13%, FEYE -13%, RENT -12%, FRPT -12%, AGIO -11%, W -10%

- **December – 25 stocks**
  o BBEP -67%, VTRN -43%, WTI -38%, EPRS -37%, EXXI -36%, KPTI -29%, MEMP -28%, ABOE -28%, BLUE -28%, CHRS -24%, CTSO -23%, BDSI -22%, LNG -22%, IDRA -20%, BKD -18%, RPTP -18%, GNCA -18%, ADXS -17%, CRMD -15%, ICPT -15%, HEAR -14%, SN -14%, RRC -14%, MWE -13%, KERX -12%

---

**2014**

- **January – 9 stocks**
  o JCP -35%, WLT -32%, KIOR -29%, TEAR -28%, PKT -23%, BDE -20%, VVUS -18%, NAVB -15%, NES -14%

- **February – 23 stocks**
  o NIH6 -62%, END -26%, GALE -25%, MM -24%, GDP -21%, VVUS -19%, AMPE -16%, BIOS -16%, TXTR -14%, REFR -14%, TRLA -13%, MDCO -12%, ATOS -11%, ATLS -10%, MWE -8%, ATRS -7%, BV -7%, APL -6%, BAGR -6%, VRNG -6%, LNKD -5%, WLT -5%, KT -5%
• March – 56 stocks
  o KIOR -59%, CLDX -40%, XOMA -38%, RPTP -37%, GALE -37%, NLNK -36%, AGEN -35%, END -33%, SNTA -30%, WLT -30%, NVAX -29%, MITK -27%, ONVO -26%, ATOS -23%, XONE -23%, UNXL -22%, DDD -22%, SFLY -22%, ATRS -21%, STML -21%, NEON -21%, MKTO -20%, GNMK -20%, STRM -20%, CNQR -20%, CSOD -18%, N -18%, ANV -18%, ALNY -17%, ATHN -17%, ECOM -17%, JNCY -17%, ETAK -17%, TEAR -16%, MDSO -15%, IRWD -15%, DWWR -15%, NPSP -14%, VRNG -14%, ATHX -14%, REFR -14%, BLOX -13%, CCXI -13%, VRTH -13%, AVNR -12%, IDIX -12%, AMPE -11%, PFPT -11%, MOVE -10%, MCP -10%, BDSI -10%, GTT -10%, LNKD -9%, CSII -9%, PMFG -9%, NBIX -9%

• April – 64 stocks
  o GIMO -48%, TEAR -36%, MDSO -33%, PFPT -31%, ECMO -30%, SPNC -30%, TXTR -29%, VEEV -28%, ALNY -26%, SREV -26%, PETX -26%, STML -25%, YELP -24%, CVT -24%, ONVO -24%, SGMO -23%, CSOD -23%, GWM -23%, ATHN -23%, NLNK -23%, CVM -22%, PODD -21%, ATRS -21%, APPY -21%, DDD -20%, CNQR -19%, N -18%, ATRC -18%, KYTH -18%, INFI -18%, QLX -17%, RPTP -17%, ACAD -17%, AUXL -17%, NOW -17%, LNKD -17%, MKTO -17%, SPCS -16%, ARLY -15%, ZU -15%, CLDXX -15%, XOMA -15%, MOSY -14%, PGNX -14%, AWAY -13%, ACHN -13%, THRX -13%, MACK -13%, SPPI -12%, REFR -12%, WMGI -12%, GEVO -12%, OPK -11%, NPSP -11%, IRWD -11%, EGHT -10%, GNMK -10%, ARIA -10%, CERS -10%, CSII -10%, CRM -10%, FWX -9%, ASCMA -9%, IDIX -9%

• May – 24 stocks
  o NEON -34%, TROV -33%, HNSN -29%, KIOR -28%, COVS -28%, SREV -27%, SPLK -23%, EGH -22%, ENCOM -21%, FEXY -16%, ABCO -15%, VCRA -15%, MOSY -15%, ETAK -15%, NBY -15%, OCRX -14%, XONE -14%, GTT -12%, FWM -11%, KERX -11%, BAGR -10%, ASCMA -10%, SRPT -9%, CVT -9%

• June – 9 stocks
  o EMAN -19%, DWA -17%,RALY -17%, YOD -16%, SRPT -12%, NEON -11%, AUXL -10%, ATRS -9%, VPCO -9%

• July – 45 stocks
  o GIMO -40%, SRPT -28%, OCX -28%, THRX -27%, PETX -26%, RPTP -25%, SREV -24%, ATRS -24%, SGMS -23%, TTPH -22%, EOPN -22%, PHD -21%, ISR -21%, GNMK -21%, NLNK -20%, CLDX -20%, MDCO -20%, XONE -17%, TRAK -17%, SPDC -17%, PED -17%, FM -16%, PTX -16%, DDD -16%, INCY -16%, PRKR -16%, XOMA -15%, CERS -15%, SLPK -15%, P -15%, ALNY -14%, CYTX -14%, COV -14%, VPCO -14%, SPPI -13%, CSII -13%, NEON -13%, ECOM -13%, XLNR -13%, CBST -13%, IDRA -13%, KYTH -12%, YELP -12%, CLVS -12%, LIV -11%

• August – 23 stocks
  o VPCO -51%, FUEL -38%, CYTX -31%, ECMO -29%, AMPE -22%, MITK -22%, GALE -17%, SREV -14%, EVRY -13%, IRWD -13%, ATHX -12%, DWARE -12%, TEAR -11%, XONE -11%, CSOD -10%, XLNR -9%, SSTK -9%, CSU -7%, AUXL -7%, RNN -7%, EOPN -7%, OMDM -6%, GIMO -6%

• September – 45 stocks

• October – 16 stocks
  o GTATQ -94%, ARWR -56%, PHMD -38%, EOPN -37%, COVS -30%, SPRT -23%, CYTX -23%, UNXL -21%, P -20%, OVRV -20%, DDD -18%, DWA -18%, INVN -18%, CUR -16%, REFR -13%, IMNP -13%

• November – 30 stocks
  o SZYM -70%, PHMD -55%, ICPT -44%, PRKR -21%, ZU -21%, PLUG -19%, RTK -19%, DWCH -18%, FCEL -17%, ETAK -17%, ASCMA -16%, NXTM -16%, SFXE -15%, S -14%, GALE -13%, CSOD -12%, CYTR -12%, TNDM -12%, FEXY -11%, ARWR -11%, INVN -11%, ZGNX -10%, AWAY -10%, FMI -9%, BCRX -8%, PPHM -7%, WMGI -7%, ATHX -7%, DDD -7%, DWRE -7%

• December – 17 stocks
  o IMNP -30%, XONE -28%, CMLP -24%, PLUG -21%, EPZM -17%, ARCW -15%, SRPT -15%, RGLS -14%, TWTR -14%, YOD -13%, KERX -11%, KPTI -11%, TNDM -10%, CLDX -10%, SUNE -10%, ISR -10%, AKRX -10%

2013

• January – 14 stocks
  o RPRX -25%, ANAC -23%, BV -17%, ALXA -14%, OSIR -12%, LTS -12%, SQNM -12%, MATR -11%, VVUS -10%, TWER -9%, MM -8%, RPTP -8%, BSFT -6%, NLNK -5%

• February – 34 stocks
2012

- January – 16 stocks
  - MBX -42%, AMRS -22%, THRX -20%, CSGP -15%, SATC -13%, CLWR -13%, ECTE -12%, ZLCS -12%, ONTY -10%, IVN -9%, VHC -7%, ONXK -7%, SWSH -6%, APKT -5%, CTIC -5%, PPHM -5%

- February – 28 stocks
  - HDY -48%, AMRS -40%, RP -23%, SVNT -21%, HGSI -20%, RNN -19%, URZ -17%, DNDN -17%, ETAK -17%, ANTH -16%, BTX -14%, MDW -13%, RMTI -12%, WVAX -12%, HUSA -12%, INSM -12%, OMEX -11%, CRPI -11%, CADX -10%, QUIK -9%, QPSA -8%, VHC -7%, KEYW -7%, AMPE -7%, KTD -7%, ZLCS -7%, AVNR -6%, ECTE -6%

- March – 48 stocks
  - HUSA -52%, ONTY -47%, PPHM -42%, CBLI -33%, CHTP -31%, KITD -29%, SATC -28%, DCTH -28%, HIL -27%, CYTX -23%, KGN -23%, SYNM -22%, P -22%, MOTR -19%, OCZ -19%, MDW -19%, AEGR -17%, SWSH -17%, OGISI -17%, LEI -15%, THM -15%, ONCY -15%, SA -15%, INSM -15%, FXEN -14%, MDCA -14%, NG -13%, VLNC -13%, PSDV -13%, NAK -12%, BPAX -12%, AMPE -12%, BTX -12%
-12%, PANL -12%, HOV -12%, RBY -10%, DRWI -10%, APKT -10%, ALIM -10%, IVN -9%, CPST -9%, ACHN -9%, SNTA -8%, YMI -8%, WAVX -7%, GMO -7%, SGMO -7%, VTUS -7%

- April – 32 stocks

- May – 32 stocks

- June – 25 stocks
  - ANTH -66%, CTIC -36%, TXCC -35%, SVNT -25%, ETAK -25%, DWRE -24%, MSPD -21%, MEET -20%, GNOM -20%, UNIS -19%, APKT -18%, TTWO -18%, HCCI -16%, END -16%, QUIK -16%, ECTE -15%, CERE -14%, ACHN -14%, DSCO -12%, VSAT -10%, KGN -10%, ONCY -9%, BONE -8%, TUDO -6%, XPO -6%

- July – 40 stocks

- Aug – 28 stocks
  - DDMQG -51%, IDIX -44%, BGMG -41%, HALO -36%, AVEO -27%, ANGI -26%, SGNT -26%, CARB -22%, CERE -21%, CORT -20%, HNSN -17%, ITMN -17%, CTRC -16%, TNGO -16%, ACI -15%, RIGL -15%, ASTM -14%, APRI -14%, SZYM -13%, RMTI -12%, SNTA -11%, SYN -10%, OCZ -10%, OREX -9%, HDY -9%, ETAK -9%, UAMY -8%, CLNE -7

- Sep – 24 stocks
  - DDMQG -97%, OCZ -39%, PGNX -29%, MITK -29%, UAMY -25%, DDD -25%, NAVB -24%, MNGA -23%, IDIX -19%, TNGO -19%, DCTH -18%, XPO -17%, VVUS -17%, CERE -17%, PANL -15%, OMEX -13%, ONCY -13%, APKT -10%, P -9%, CPHD -9%, ALXA -9%, KITD -8%, BGMG -7%, CARB -7%

- Oct – 42 stocks
  - OCZ -61%, CBLI -40%, BGMG -38%, FXEN -35%, MACK -34%, PRKR -34%, CYTR -34%, GLUU -32%, HMSY -31%, HALO -30%, SZYM -30%, JIVE -29%, AVEO -27%, DSCO -26%, HZNP -26%, END -25%, P -23%, WAVX -22%, HIL -22%, IDIX -22%, FIO -22%, QUIK -18%, RPTP -16%, VVUS -16%, BV -16%, IMPV -15%, EXAS -14%, TWER -14%, ZIOP -13%, ACUR -13%, CLNE -13%, DVAX -13%, RIGL -13%, ANAC -13%, CLDX -13%, GTXJ -12%, CPHD -12%, RMTI -12%, ONCY -12%, UNIS -12%, HK -12%, ASTM -12%

- Nov – 30 stocks
  - KITD -73%, CORT -42%, DVAX -31%, CLVS -28%, MITK -25%, VVUS -24%, BV -23%, BCOV -23%, CERE -21%, LTQ -19%, ADGE -18%, ACHN -17%, UNIS -17%, HDY -17%, PGNX -17%, MEET -17%, FXEN -17%, FST -16%, CBLI -15%, AVEO -15%, ACTG -14%, ECTE -14%, MM -14%, WAVX -14%, LOGM -13%, BP2 -12%, OREX -11%, DSCO -11%, ASTM -10%, ARAY -10%

- Dec – 15 stocks
  - END -23%, RIGL -22%, VRNG -19%, SNSS -15%, MACK -15%, ARIA -14%, PGX -14%, SRPT -12%, OPTR -11%, TTWO -11%, UAMY -11%, PRKL -10%, ALXA -10%, KWK -10%, MM -9%

2011

- January – 33 stocks
  - TSTY -43%, OMER -24%, REE -22%, BCRX -20%, XRA -19%, CGIX -19%, NGSX -17%, PCYC -175, SYMN -175, NSPH -16%, KGN -16%, PGZ -16%, NYNY -16%, YOKU -155, ADGE -14%, FEED -14%, KITD -14%, UEJ -13%, KERX -13%, NVAX -11%, IMGN -11%, ADY -11%, ACUR -10%, ISIS -10%, PBTH -10%, TSLA -10%, PURE -9%, CYTK -9%, RLD -9%, UNIS -8%, GOK -8%, MAPP -8%, CUR -8%

- February – 19 stocks
  - VRML -31%, DCTH -31%, NGSX -28%, HOKU -22%, CTIC -20%, ASTM -18%, REVU -175, QBC -17%, VVUS -15%, KSWS -13%, RLOC -13%, BTX -12%, ADY -12%, NSPH -105, SGEN -9%, GRM -8%, CORT -85, AVNR -7%, FEED -7%

- March – 24 stocks

- April – 28 stocks
  - ASTI -44%, DMC -21%, PMI -20%, SPMD -18%, PURE -16%, QBC -15%, IOC -15%, HEV -15%, MERU -14%, REFR -14%, SGMO -14%, INO -13%, CLWR -13%, RDN -13%, URZ -13%, UEC -13%, HTRW -13%, URRE -12%, AZC -11%, BPZ -10%, CTIC -10%, SYUT -10%, SYMN -9%, SNTS -9%, GBE -9%, BSDM -8%, CADX -8%, QMM -7%

- May – 32 stocks

- June – 39 stocks
  - MERU -33%, CIEN -31%, SIGA -30%, OCLR -30%, CTC -29%, CTIC -28%, PANL -26%, AVNR -25%, BPZ -25%, NKTR -25%, INO -22%, MGH -22%, SYMN -20%, BZH -19%, YMI -19%, YLI -19%, ZIP -19%, YOKU -19%, CLWR -18%, SCON -17%, SGMO -17%, ONNX -17%, AEGR -17%, XRA -17%, CVM -16%, CTX -16%, DFS -16%, KOG -16%, SPF -16%, DCTH -15%, RLD -14%, ZIOP -14%, AONE -13%, KERX -13%, PPHM -13%, BPAX -12%, HEV -12%, SVNT -12%, SNTA -12%

- July – 32 stocks
  - CLWR -43%, CYTR -39%, RLD -34%, SOMX -29%, MERU -28%, CUR -24%, SIGA -22%, HEV -22%, HOV -20%, P -20%, BSDM -20%, SYUT -19%, AUMN -18%, WAVX -18%, ARMS -18%, SGEN -17%, RMTI -17%, YMI -16%, CIEN -16%, OGXI -15%, PANL -15%, SPF -15%, RST -14%, BZH -14%, HGSI -14%, CTIC -14%, DCTH -14%, NEOP -14%, UNIS -14%, URRE -13%, RLO -13%, IVAN -12%

- August – 43 stocks

- September – 49 stocks

- October – 22 stocks
  - MERU -33%, INSM -31%, SGMO -24%, HGSI -19%, CLWR -18%, VRUS -15%, CADX -11%, SVNT -9%, RLOC -8%, UPI -7%, HOKU -7%, ECTE -6%, AUMN -6%, REGN -5%, YMI -5%, PPHM -4%, PIP -3%, SQNM -3%, SYMN -2%, AONE 0%, ARAY 0%, SREV 1%

- November – 42 stocks

- December – 28 stocks
  - BPAX -79%, HDY -33%, SA -29%, LRN -28%, RLOC -24%, SATC -21%, CTX -21%, CCSC -21%, QPSA -19%, PGZ -19%, IVN -18%, LVLT -18%, AVNR -17%, ZIOP -15%, CRM -14%, BCRX -14%, TSLA -13%, MAKO -12%, MERU -12%, DNND -12%, GERN -11%, MDW -11%, CADX -10%, RDEA -10%, ECTE -10%, OCR -9%, ARGN -9%, KEYW -9%

2010

- January – 30 stocks
  - BPZ -37 %, HEV -36 %, APWR -34 %, GRMH -31 %, QMM -30 %, CENX -30 %, BWEN -30 %, FORM -29 %, AONE -29 %, LEAP -25 %, SMED -24 %, GMXR -23 %, INFN -23 %, GSX -22 %, YGE -21 %, SSRI -20 %, FRE -20 %, HTM -20 %, FNM -19 %, RZ -19 %, TAT -18 %, ASTI -17 %, IPI -16 %, THM -15 %, CLRT -15 %, GDP -14 %, PLG -14 %, ENER -14 %, RIGL -14 %, AGT -14 %

- February – 21 stocks
- March – 25 stocks
  - RHIE -40%, PALM -38%, MAJC -29%, SWSI -25%, GDP -19%, AONE -17%, AGT -13%, OMQ -13%, CAVO -11%, RBY -11%, BVX -10%, GSX -10%, GRMH -9%, VLNC -9%, BPZ -6%, FTK -6%, TRC -6%, RZ -6%, PLM -5%, SNEN -4%, ASTI -4%, RTK -4%, UQM -4%

- April – 12 stocks
  - ACUR -32%, CIGX -28%, FORM -16%, HEV -12%, BWEN -11%, UEC -11%, MBND -10%, BPZ -10%, AONE -9%, ENER -9%, PODD -8%, RECN -8%

- May – 35 stocks

- June – 37 stocks

- July – 25 stocks
  - VVUS -41%, XNPT -37%, RZTI -31%, ALTH -21%, PGNX -16%, MAKO -12%, GAP -11%, BLDR -11%, MELA -10%, BPAX -9%, LEAP -8%, XRA -7%, ADGE -7%, THM -6%, HOKU -5%, RECN -4%, MVIS -4%, CLWR -4%, AUXL -4%, KGN -3%, FTK -3%, HEV -3%, ESRL -3%, STEM -3%, IBNK -3%

- August – 30 stocks
  - UQM -43%, AONE -39%, CPST -35%, VRML -33%, JTX -30%, RTK -28%, BTX -26%, REVU -25%, QTWW -25%, ALTH -25%, ALTI -24%, CLNE -23%, ERII -23%, DCTH -22%, SYMM -22%, SGMO -21%, ISIS -21%, ALJ -21%, HOKU -20%, ANO -19%, MAPP -19%, BPAX -19%, CYTK -19%, RZTI -18%, STEM -17%, NBS -17%, CDZI -17%, SATC -16%, MHC -16%, OREX -16%

- September – 9 stocks
  - CAEI -19%, LVLT -9%, GVP -8%, MAKO -8%, SOMX -6%, MELA -5%, FTK -5%, AUXL -4%, BPZ -3%, ANO -3%, XRA -2%, CLNE -2%

- October – 23 stocks
  - ALXA -67%, SOMX -28%, AVNR -24%, NYNY -23%, REVU -22%, JOE -19%, ALTH -16%, GAP -13%, CLWR -12%, DNDN -11%, CIEN -11%, CUTR -11%, BPAX -11%, XRA -10%, QMUM -10%, HGS -10%, NSPH -10%, PMI -9%, QTWW -8%, CETV -8%, VISN -8%, RDEA -7%, MVIS -6%

- November – 21 stocks
  - MELA -53%, REVU -40%, MVIS -31%, ASTI -28%, TIVO -26 %, AUXL -24 %, NGSX -23 %, LXXRX -23 %, AONE -21 %, CADX -19 %, BSTC -18 %, CYTK -16 %, VVUS -16 %, VRTX -13%, ALXA -13 %, JOE -13 %, GAP -13 %, REE -12 %, IPI -11 %, IDRA -10 %, CUR -10%

- December – 16 stocks
  - CLWR -26%, TSLA -25%, NSPH -17%, KERX -16%, QTWW -15%, GMR -15%, UEC -14%, HEV -13%, RLD -9%, CTIC -6%, ADY -6%, CYTK -5%, AVNR -4%, ADGE -3%, HGS -3%, DCTH -3%

**2009**

- January – 25 stocks

- February – 46 stocks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number of Stocks</th>
<th>List of Stocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-22 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-31 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-22 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-34 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-32 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-35 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-20 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-47 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-34 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-13 stocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2008**

| January    | 40               | -40 stocks                                                                   |
| February   | 23               | -23 stocks                                                                   |
| March      | 53               | -53 stocks                                                                   |
- 25%, KOG -24%, IFON -24%, ENOC -23%, FZN -22%, SLM -22%, GLBC -21%, ALTU -21%, IVN -21%, OREX -20%, VGZ -19%, AMD - 18%, TRGL -17%, LINE -17%, WGW -16%, MDTL -16%, XRA -16%, GGR -16%, PODD -16%, MVG -14%, CBXR -13%, ISLN -13%, AXU -13%, EPG -13%, GEL -12%, ACOR -12%, SA -12%, LVS -12%, BIGP -11%, TXCO -11%, VQ -11%, SLW -10%

**April – 42 stocks**
- KRY -60%, GSAT -56%, LNG -51%, TMY -42%, BWTR -32%, DNE -28%, APPY -26%, STX -25%, NBF -25%, KGN -23%, PLG -19%, GBN -18%, GGR -17%, ISIS -17%, MVG -16%, AKNS -16%, VZG -16%, SSR -15%, VRNM -15%, SA -15%, SLW -15%, VRUS -14%, MFR -13%, ALTI -13%, ACAD -12%, TRE -11%, BZP -10%, WGW -10%, ALTU -9%, DUDU -9%, RAD -8%, MDTL -7%, BIPG -7%, ESLR -7%, IVN -7%, AIXD -6%, SMLB -6%, RGLD -6%, AMLMN -6%, AXU -5%, AKRX -5%, NG -5%

**May – 23 stocks**
- LNG -50%, AIXD -27%, GCFB -23%, ASTI -20%, VRNM -20%, ASPM -20%, CHB -19%, OREX -18%, WGW -18%, RAD -17%, NXTM -16%, WAVE -16%, ESC -14%, TMY -13%, MDW -12%, VGZ -12%, PODD -11%, PKN -11%, DPTR -10%, KRY -10%, GSAT -10%, LVS -9%, AXU -9%

**June – 28 stocks**

**July – 39 stocks**

**August – 35 stocks**
- EGT -64%, BIOF -45%, CONM -40%, GCFB -34%, OMM -33%, AIXD -27%, AZC -27%, NG -25%, PRC -24%, QBC -24%, CCOR -24%, SA -23%, ABH -22%, WGW -22%, MVG -21%, NBF -21%, CHQ -20%, NOG -20%, PGNX -17%, FBCM -15%, ACAD -14%, ACOR -14%, MELI -14%, NGD -13%, PURE -13%, LULU -13%, SYMM -12%, TSON -11%, SSRI -11%, SLW -11%, AXU -10%, PLG -10%, AEZ -9%, GMO -9%, SGMO -9%

**September – 48 stocks**

**October – 58 stocks**

**November – 49 stocks**

**December – 42 stocks**
- GRIL -78%, FIG -67%, AZC -57%, FXRE -56%, REXX -52%, NBF -47%, FRE -38%, NOG -38%, XRT -38%, TSRA -35%, FNW -34%, PEIX -34%, BQI -34%, ICQG -34%, SORC -34%, MDTL -33%, NCCO -32%, BFRM -32%, SCSS -31%, TAYC -29%, NAVI -26%, PED -26%, CLWAR -26%, SPSN -24%, UNCL -23%, GCFB -22%, FXEN -21%, VRUS -20%, IFLG -20%, GRH -19%, AKNS -18%, BIO -17%, DPTR -17%, HOKU -16%, NWK -16%, TSCM -14%, MAKO -13%, SVVS -12%, GGR -11%, HEV -11%, TEC -10%, LNB -9%

---

**2007**

**January – 23 stocks**
- CRR -30%, JRCC -29%, UWN -26%, MDTL -26%, CKNN -22%, GGR -21%, NFI -20%, DEV -20%, DIET -20%, ACAD -19%, NCO -18%, AOG -14%, PPCO -14%, KERX -14%, NUVO -13%, SIL -13%, MXWL -12%, RGLD -10%, DXCM -10%, DBLE -10%, DNE -9%, WINA -9%, VSTH -8%

- February – 20 stocks
  - NFI -62%, CTDC -45%, MNTA -36%, AIXD -28%, AVNR -26%, KBX -21%, SHFL -20%, VND -19%, DBLE -18%, DATA -16%, BCON -15%, NSU -15%, GMO -15%, LGBT -15%, VSTH -15%, CRR -14%, SNMX -14%, ATCO -13%, PGGC -12%, AOG -12%

- March – 29 stocks
  - PGIC -44%, NFI -37%, AVNR -34%, CHC -33%, MATH -30%, TMY -29%, FBST -28%, BKRS -27%, PPCO -24%, IDIX -23%, NVAX -22%, HOTJ -22%, CBU -19%, AIXD -18%, SHFL -14%, IKAN -14%, WYY -14%, BAA -13%, INPC -12%, IOTN -12%, XTXI -11%, QPSA -11%, SIL -10%, MXWL -9%, SA -9%, DNE -9%, ENG -9%, KAD -9%, ATPG -9%

- April – 30 stocks
  - ADLR -59%, KAD -31%, GSX -26%, RTK -24%, QPSA -23%, HOTJ -19%, IAAC -18%, ZN -17%, NG -16%, ISO -15%, AEZ -14%, AHD -14%, PEIX -13%, MELA -13%, INPC -12%, NIS -12%, TRGL -12%, VND -12%, INV -11%, BAA -10%, MDTL -10%, LEV -9%, NSU -9%, DATA -8%, COSI -7%, GGR -7%, SHFL -7%, UNCL -6%, IDIX -6%, DPTR -6%

- May – 23 stocks
  - HOTJ -37%, JSDA -23%, MKND -22%, IOTN -19%, MNTA -17%, BMD -16%, TMY -16%, CYBX -14%, DNE -13%, TNY -12%, NIS -11%, DPTR -9%, GGR -9%, PMU -9%, ALTU -9%, INPC -8%, FRG -8%, FTWR -8%, SPNC -7%, COSI -7%, SCU -7%, AVD -7%, BKRS -7%

- June – 18 stocks
  - DDSS -55%, IOC -48%, INPC -47%, END -27%, JSDA -26%, TMY -23%, MNTA -23%, IOTN -21%, REGN -20%, KAD -16%, BKRS -15%, BZP -15%, ALTU -15%, ARXT -14%, CBH -14%, NSTR -13%, JRCC -12%, GLBC -12%

- July – 32 stocks
  - JRCC -35%, GGR -32%, CXZ -31%, LEND -25%, DDSS -25%, URZ -24%, UNCL -24%, INPC -23%, BZP -21%, IOTN -21%, KOG -21%, RTK -20%, VND -20%, BUF -20%, URRE -19%, FTEK -18%, KRY -18%, IDS -18%, DPTR -17%, TRGL -17%, PGLA -17%, REGN -17%, CYBX -17%, IOTN -16%, DBLE -16%, GUID -16%, TW -15%, MKND -14%, BKRS -14%, AEZ -12%, AMPL -13%, GDP -13%

- August – 37 stocks

- September – 27 stocks
  - WCI -36%, FTEK -24%, ISLN -23%, GSAT -21%, BMD -20%, ARNA -18%, TW -17%, INPC -17%, PEIX -17%, AOG -15%, PGLA -14%, COSI -14%, ENER -12%, BMTI -11%, LVLT -11%, AIXD -10%, KOG -9%, REGN -9%, RGNC -8%, LINE -8%, TXCO -8%, RTK -7%, GSX -7%, ORBC -7%, GGC -7%, MXWL -6%, NOVC -6%

- October – 23 stocks
  - INPC -86%, LVLT -35%, KOG -30%, AMMD -25%, JSDA -23%, CBAK -23%, CKNN -22%, GPRE -21%, PCS -18%, AMIE -17%, AIXD -16%, UNCL -16%, LNET -15%, MXWL -14%, GGC -13%, TMY -13%, LEAP -12%, TRGL -11%, USEY -11%, ASB -10%, QRCP -9%, WCI -9%, BUF -8%

- November – 46 stocks

- December – 14 stocks
  - ALTU -51%, BMD -40%, SHOE -28%, ASB -26%, AMD -23%, MPEL -20%, IOTN -17%, MKND -15%, CBLI -15%, GSAT -12%, SONS -11%, EPG -11%, ISIS -11%, ARNA -11%

2006

- January – 17 stocks
  - MWY -30%, FXEN -26%, PGIC -24%, SMTS -20%, GGR -20%, AFFX -20%, NTMD -19%, NXST -17%, IFO -16%, SIRI -15%, JBLU -15%, OSTK -15%, CTRX -12%, AGIX -11%, MNTA -7%, CYBX -7%, ZANE -7%

- February – 36 stocks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Stocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>20 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>40 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>44 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>34 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>44 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>20 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>42 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>25 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>26 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>30 stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>37 stocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2005**


- **February – 36 stocks**
  - AXYX -65%, ABFQ -44%, BKHM -40%, RAE -32%, GLBC -30%, CDXY -30%, MOBI -30%, PARX -29%, PAX -28%, XOMA -27%, DSCO -25%, EGH -23%, RNVS -21%, FLY -20%, ISIS -20%, RATE -18%, SIRI -16%, NTMD -15%, SGEN -15%, AKSY -15%, DFC -14%, DAL -14%, YBTV -14%, GERN -14%, EPIX -13%, CHDX -13%, RIGS -11%, MKTY -11%, DCGN -10%, EYET -10%, SCON -10%, INB -10%, JBLU -9%, ELGX -9%, DYAX -8%, TPY -8%

- **March – 47 stocks**

- **April – 40 stocks**

- **May – 17 stocks**
  - INTN -51%, ADAT -28%, LOUD -25%, CTIC -23%, OSI -21%, OSCI -18%, IMMU -17%, CHDX -16%, ILE -16%, GEG -16%, FXEN -12%, WYNN -12%, NFLO -9%, NTN -9%, ISP -8%, AGNC -8%, BKH -7%

- **June – 15 stocks**
  - CKXE -51%, FORD -24%, AGCC -22%, LOUD -19%, NYNM -15%, RMBS -13%, CESV -12%, TASR -11%, MALL -11%, JBLU -11%, CNDX -10%, BLTI -10%, PRGO -10%, ADAT -10%

- **July – 8 stocks**
  - AGCC -65%, IMMC -17%, AMLN -11%, IDWK -11%, MMN -9%, FXEN -9%, CESV -9%, NFLO -7%

- **August – 29 stocks**
  - AGCC -67%, ILE -57%, WPTE -41%, TWN -33%, INTN -32%, DSCO -30%, DOVP -29%, ISTA -27%, ACMR -21%, OSIP -21%, RMBS -20%, HDTV -20%, NTMD -19%, UBLI -18%, TWP -18%, GEG -18%, HFK -17%, OUPSW -17%, OVEN -17%, IMM -16%, INTX -16%, WYNN -15%, TINY -15%, OSCI -14%, ASTM -13%, XOMA -12%, WSTM -11%, VIRL -11%, FLI -11%

- **September – 30 stocks**
  - KRY -40%, LINK -31%, WPTE -31%, ILE -31%, TASR -29%, AIX -25%, VION -24%, CKEC -23%, ILSE -22%, LOUD -18%, TARR -16%, ASTW -16%, AIC -15%, AMKR -15%, TPORT -14%, STX -14%, TWW -12%, QTWW -12%, CNCT -11%, PPK -11%, OSIP -11%, HDTV -10%, IDWK -10%, CBCL -10%, TSHA -10%, AGX -10%, FORD -9%, ISTA -9%, GEG -9%, ACUS -9%

- **October – 31 stocks**
  - SYNM -51%, TWW -36%, CNR -34%, FUEL -26%, ILE -24%, NGAS -24%, NGS -23%, TRGL -22%, AY -22%, END -22%, OSIP -20%, STSI -20%, EIGHT -19%, WPTE -18%, DCAI -18%, KFX -18%, LOUD -16%, HYTM -16%, CKN -15%, JRC -15%, HAWK -14%, IMM -14%, OSTK -13%, DAMAX -13%, OVEN -13%, MMR -13%, FORD -12%, NYNM -12%, MATK -12%, GEG -12%, FXEN -12%

- **November – 27 stocks**
  - FORD -50%, FXEN -30%, LOUD -26%, GEG -26%, NGS -25%, BBA -25%, OSTK -24%, TIV -23%, COOL -15%, SMSI -14%, KFX -13%, WPTE -13%, RTX -13%, CTX -13%, VION -11%, BIVN -11%, PEC -10%, STSI -10%, END -8%, ISTA -8%, UBLI -8%, TRGL -8%, CDE -7%, NGAS -7%, HDTV -7%, SIRI -6%, MATK -6%

- **December – 13 stocks**
  - ENCY -31%, FXEN -26%, PGCI -24%, SUIF -24%, SMTS -20%, HDTV -16%, SIRI -15%, JBLU -15%, OSTK -15%, CTX -15%, NTMD -14%, AGIK -11%, TWP -11%

---

2004

- **January – 15 stocks**
  - SMD -37%, ECSI -31%, TSIC -27%, FTUS -27%, FMXI -19%, PDFS -18%, AMLN -13%, WTLA -12%, NWAC -10%, MMN -9%, ABFI -9%, ATPG -8%, MAXY -8%, MZ -8%, ISP -8%

- **February – 28 stocks**
- MZ -26%, CRGN -24%, ITRA -23%, GTCB -21%, ZHNE -20%, RIGL -20%, CBST -19%, ABFI -18%, GBTVK -18%, TMAR -16%, GERN -16%, JLG -16%, DAL -14%, MTON -14%, APHT -14%, TSIC -14%, AKLM -13%, NPSP -13%, IMMU -12%, CYMI -12%, MMR -12%, IWVO -11%, DRXR -11%, CERS -10%, ISIS -10%, LTE -10%, ONXS -10%

- **March – 19 stocks**
  - TAMR -37%, APHT -31%, VHPM -27%, GTCB -26%, BSVN -24%, KOOL -24%, CBST -18%, ASYT -17%, VNWK -17%, VRTX -16%, ONXS -15%, XOMA -14%, TSIC -14%, MRN -14%, LQMT -14%, OPSW -13%, PPCO -12%, OPWV -12%, DAL -12%

- **April – 24 stocks**
  - TAMR -67%, UAIR -42%, OPWV -35%, ULTE -35%, WTSLA -33%, HL -32%, AKLM -27%, FXEN -26%, MTON -24%, WRLS -23%, DAL -21%, ASYT -20%, HOFF -20%, LQMT -19%, XOMA -17%, PDFS -16%, GTCB -15%, GGNS -15%, GLFD -14%, ENMD -14%, AVN -14%, ICOS -13%, COMS -13%, TELK -12%

- **May – 36 stocks**
  - LQMT -52%, HOFF -50%, TAMR -41%, CBRX -39%, PPCO -31%, ENMD -29%, TORC -29%, GBTVK -28%, FCP -23%, GGNS -19%, LIJP -19%, YBTVA -19%, CYBX -17%, IGTE -16%, ULTE -16%, AGEN -16%, NPSP -14%, LIOX -14%, CRGN -14%, TINY -13%, ADLR -13%, AGI -13%, DOVP -13%, MEDX -13%, KFX -12%, ICOS -12%, BMRN -12%, PARS -12%, PGNX -11%, ISIS -11%, ALXN -11%, MOS -11%, VWKS -10%, INCY -10%, MMR -9%, LTE -9%

- **June – 35 stocks**
  - INB -41%, GBTVK -39%, DEPO -35%, BIOW -34%, FCP -29%, INNO -24%, GLFD -23%, ABGX -23%, DRXR -22%, AGI -21%, IMMU -20%, AKLM -19%, HOFF -18%, CRAY -16%, NPSP -15%, SSTK -14%, Taday -14%, EPIC -14%, CDE -13%, MEDX -13%, DSCO -12%, INTN -12%, HL -12%, EXLT -12%, MTON -12%, VVUS -11%, APHT -11%, ISIS -11%, NEN -11%, ALXN -11%, MSO -11%, LVWS -10%, INCY -10%, MMR -9%, LTE -9%

- **July – 64 stocks**

- **August – 23 stocks**

- **September – 15 stocks**
  - DAL -19%, ISIS -18%, MWY -18%, OSCI -16%, DSCO -15%, DNDN -14%, BMRN -14%, ADAT -13%, STXN -13%, JBLU -12%, TMATA -11%, LIPC -11%, APHT -9%, SCIN -9%, PARS -9%

- **October – 24 stocks**
  - ONNX -35%, DYAX -25%, SCOX -22%, CDIC -21%, BMRN -20%, LEKR -19%, GGNS -19%, EPIC -19%, TELK -17%, DEPO -14%, SIL -14%, XOMA -12%, PHHM -11%, LGND -11%, CRGN -10%, MVIS -10%, CYPB -10%, DRXR -10%, GLFD -10%, CGPI -8%, CYBX -8%, NSTK -8%, CCRD -8%, SGEN -8%

- **November – 13 stocks**
  - TORC -47%, CBRX -34%, PSRC -29%, INB -20%, MATK -17%, QTWW -16%, YBTVA -15%, PAX -10%, GENR -9%, APHT -8%, IPIX -8%, CDE -7%, DCGN -7%

- **December – 21 stocks**
  - ULTE -60%, TORC -29%, RAE -20%, PSRC -20%, AKSY -16%, CDE -14%, HL -14%, IDEV -14%, GLFD -12%, SIL -12%, IFO -11%, ADAT -11%, IPIX -11%, BKHM -10%, AAI -9%, DYAX -9%, ENCY -9%, MVIS -8%, PPHM -8%, SINT -7%, TTI -7%

- **2003**

- **January – 31 stocks**
  - UNWR -49%, TLRK -45%, PHTN -41%, GTI -35%, FRNT -33%, ITMN -31%, GSIC -29%, UAL -29%, INHL -27%, SP -27%, CTAC -22%, RTEC -21%, ENTU -21%, CBST -20%, MWY -19%, EXEL -19%, AFCD -19%, AMD -19%, ASF -17%, AEIS -17%, GTW -17%, APWR -16%, NWAC -15%, THER -14%, FTO -14%, RECN -14%, NXP -14%, LAVA -13%, RHAT -13%, MYGN -13%, VRTX -13%

- **February – 30 stocks**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Stocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2002

| January | 46     |
| February| 58     |

- LPC -84%, VXGN -74%, IMMU -43%, PME -41%, UNWR -36%, CHB -30%, TUTR -29%, ISIS -25%, TDSC -25%, MYGN -23%, INCY -22%, NPSP -22%, RSTN -21%, VRTX -20%, XMM -20%, AMR -19%, MEDX -19%, KDE -19%, ICOS -19%, GTW -17%, CTAC -17%, IGEN -16%, CRGN -16%, WLSN -16%, DVSA -16%, AGEN -15%, AV -13%, ALXN -13%, CPTS -12%, PMTC -12% |
- REGN -59%, SALM -31%, KDE -27%, ESIO -27%, LQMT -26%, UAL -22%, CYMI -22%, ISIS -20%, GtI -19%, SURE -19%, CHTR -17%, WIND -14%, FCEL -14%, RSTN -14%, HAND -13%, STSI -12%, INCY -12%, CHB -11%, NXTP -10%, AMR -10%, ENTU -9%, JNPR -9%, PHTN -9%, WON -9% |
- MCSI -71%, PME -22%, SURE -20%, REGN -16%, TUNE -15%, BRKS -12%, ASYT -12%, RSTN -11%, HELX -11%, VSAT -6%, NOI -6%, PALM -3%, EXTR -2%, TELK -2%, ARNA -2% |
- LESRE -53%, FTUS -22%, CVC -14%, NVAX -5% |
- RSTN -33%, WFHC -30%, NOR -25%, DRXR -21%, LQMT -20%, TLAB -17%, ISIS -16%, SURE -16%, LSS -15%, EXTR -13%, FCEL -12%, AMD -12%, XOMA -12%, ISPH -12%, LTXX -12%, MYGN -11%, PCLN -9%, CHFN -9%, ATW -9%, WIRE -9% |
- LQMT -29%, MCCC -28%, SWTX -26%, INCY -25%, NOR -20%, RBAK -20%, ASF -19%, MYGN -18%, ALXN -16%, VGR -15%, SGI -14%, VRTX -13%, BMRN -13%, FTUS -11%, TLRX -11%, ICOS -11%, MDS -10%, WFHC -8% |
- NOR -65%, FTUS -54%, MPH -43%, ECII -40%, CERS -39%, PCLN -26%, CTLM -26%, LTXX -24%, DRXR -23%, BPUR -21%, XOMA -20%, RSTN -20%, LSS -20%, YBTV -19%, APHT -19%, LQMT -18%, IGL -18%, IGL -18%, CBST -18%, MOBY -16%, REV -16%, SIL -15%, FEIC -15%, CVTX -14%, GTBVK -14%, VVUS -12%, MMR -12%, PROX -11%, ROXI -11% |
- SURE -79%, ECSI -44%, SOI -33%, FTUS -33%, DOVP -31%, RBAK -29%, CTLM -24%, CVTX -20%, GBTVK -17%, OXGN -16%, ABGX -16%, CLHB -13%, ONXS -11%, LQMT -10%, GW -8%, GERN -8%, NVAX -7%, AVII -6%, NPSN -5%, DNDN -5%, COL -4% |
- NCFC -65%, IMMU -55%, ROXI -47%, VRTX -33%, LQMT -25%, CERS -24%, ENMD -21%, TMAR -21%, ABFI -19%, DVID -18%, NVAX -16%, AGIX -14%, CTIC -13%, DOVP -13%, FCEL -12%, RDC -12%, ISIS -11%, ARLZ -11%, APHT -11%, ONXS -10%, ILA -9%, TIBX -9%, REV -9%, TSIC -9% |
- DDIC -62%, EXTR -27%, TERN -25%, AAI -19%, CVTX -18%, AMD -17%, PRCS -15%, MUSE -14%, CAL -13%, KLIC -13%, FRNT -12%, LU -11%, VSAT -10%, CCT -10%, ALXN -9%, ARNA -9%, LTXX -9%, MEDX -9%, ICOS -9%, AGEN -8%, EMKR -8%, PSEM -7%, FEIC -6%, AV -5%, VEOC -5%, NWAC -5% |

2002
• March – 15 stocks
  o MFNX-68%, IMPT -62%, SEPR -55%, FCOM -45%, CYCL -21%, INHL -18%, ITMN -17%, CPTL -15%, CMRC -13%, ADLR -13%, SURE -11%, DDIC -11%, CDIC -9%, TPC -7%, CVTX -6%

• April – 45 stocks
  o EDSN-63%, SITE -63%, MFNX -60%, PRSF -55%, TXCC -49%, CRGN -46%, ICOS -44%, KANA -43%, TMTA -39%, STLW -38%, MEDX -37%, RBK -34%, PCR5 -31%, INCY -31%, NEOL -30%, MYGN -29%, MCCC -29%, HGSI -28%, VGR -26%, AGBX -25%, INHL -25%, VRTX -24%, STXN -23%, MONE -23%, NMSS -22%, LTXX -22%, RSTN -22%, BRKS -22%, ISSI -21%, CPTL -21%, FDY -21%, PRIA -20%, CVTX -20%, CELG -20%, U -20%, GNTA -20%, CALP -19%, OSIP -18%, ARNA -18%, ESIO -18%, OPLK -17%, REGN -17%, AV -17%, XMSR -16%, SIRI -16%

• May – 53 stocks

• June – 49 stocks

• July – 44 stocks

• August – 45 stocks
  o U -74%, EOT -70%, DLIA -57%, LWLN -57%, PDII -51%, OSIP -48%, CERS -39%, RSTN -39%, SURE -38%, MONE -28%, PMTC -27%, SIRI -26%, MYGN -26%, MEDX -25%, ALXN -23%, CHPC -23%, PMTR -21%, LTXX -20%, RSTN -20%, CBST -19%, UVN -19%, SBAC -18%, SEPR -17%, RTEC -17%, YBTVA -16%, ABG8 -16%, TER -16%, CYMI -14%, CVTX -13%, UTEK -13%, ITCDQ -13%, TLRK -13%, EMKR -12%, COHR -12%, CRGN -11%, MCDTA -11%, ADVS -11%, REGN -10%, KOSP -10%, WWCA -10%, SEBL -10%, CRWN -10%, NVLS -9%, JNPR -9%, AMR -9%

• September – 45 stocks

• October – 21 stocks
  o SBAC -66%, THER -57%, GTI -46%, UNWR -25%, EDO -25%, XMSR -23%, CRWN -29%, AIR -18%, WMB -17%, VGR -17%, TERN -14%, CCR -12%, ALXN -12%, CRGN -10%, SIRI -9%, ENER -9%, FCEL -8%, SP -8%, FORR -8%, REMC -6%, ISIS -1%

• November – 8 stocks
  o ITMN -17%, ISIS -12%, KDE -11%, BPUR -10%, ARNA -8%, NXTP -7%, TMPW -6%, NEOL -5%

• December – 50 stocks

2001
**March – 24 stocks**
- ABI -60%, SBAC -52%, PALM -52%, BRCD -46%, INRG -42%, VTSS -40%, MERQ -34%, AMRI -32%, QLTI -31%, IDPH -29%, INFY -29%, MIPSB -27%, DOX -26%, PMCS -26%, EMC -26%, IFIN -26%, QGENF -25%, ULCM -25%, CMVT -21%, CYTC -21%, GB -20%, MEDI -18%, DV -17%, AMGN -16%, AGN -15%, KO -15%, ADRX -14%, DRQ -14%

**April – 14 stocks**
- MIPSB -20%, DG -19%, AMRI -10%, BSYS -10%, CIMA -10%, GD -9%, PHCC -8%, PAYX -7%, APOL -5%, DNEX -5%, LPNT -3%, MDT -2%, SMTC -2%, GAIA -2%

**May – 26 stocks**
- WXS -38%, TMTA -30%, VTSS -27%, PMCS -25%, UCOMA -25%, LU -21%, EMC -20%, WIND -20%, MU -17%, APCC -17%, NEU -16%, CMVT -15%, VSTR -15%, PC -14%, ONIS -14%, XLNX -13%, GTW -12%, TXN -12%, LSNC -12%, RFMD -11%, LSI -11%, MERQ -10%, YHOO -10%, AMKR -10%, MCRL -10%, EXTR -10%

**June – 18 stocks**
- ASPT -83%, PRTL -53%, AFFX -44%, MXX -36%, PLUS -35%, TWP -34%, ARTG -32%, ACRM -23%, IPG -20%, ADTN -19%, ATS -18%, MERQ -17%, VTSS -15%, ADCT -14%, HELX -13%, TXCC -13%, HYS -13%, GTW -13%

**July – 48 stocks**

**August – 35 stocks**

**September – 77 stocks**

**October – 14 stocks**
- BS -76%, ATHM -61%, UCOMA -44%, SBAC -39%, TWAV -39%, UAL -30%, OH -17%, CVC -16%, CPST -16%, WWCA -14%, MDCC -13%, NVTX -11%, PRM -9%, NXTL -8%

**November – 15 stocks**
- PRTL -35%, MCLD -25%, MFNX -22%, WFII -21%, WWCA -16%, TWAV -15%, ABMD -13%, RWY -10%, PME -10%, CTIC -9%, CPST -8%, OSUR -7%, TPC -7%, CFYW -6%, IRF -5%

**December – 27 stocks**
- TERN -31%, CORR -24%, NVTX -22%, SSTI -22%, MFNX -21%, HGSI -21%, CMVT -20%, UAL -20%, BPUR -19%, AVNX -19%, FDRY -19%, ABMD -17%, TMTA -16%, SURE -15%, U -15%, APCS -15%, CPTL -13%, SCIO -13%, KOPN -13%, PCSA -13%, NWAC -12%, PLXS -12%, ONIS -12%, CTIC -12%, ATML -11%, GILD -9%, CELG -9%